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In a world that becomes more digitally interconnected every day, governance functions at all levels are increasingly enacted through networked electronic media that in turn create new capabilities for opening up and innovating the governance process. The IJEG is a fully refereed inter-disciplinary research journal covering the theory, applications and impact of using the internet, the world-wide web and digital communication media as governance channels. The journal focuses on the use of electronic and information technologies in deliberation over democratic policy and decision making processes, community governance as well as governance in non-political domains such as corporate, open project, online community and social network contexts. IJEG also explores the relations between electronic governance, digital communication and digital inclusion, novel technologies for electronic governance such as governance games and simulations, and the political, organisational, social, psychological and cognitive aspects of electronic governance.
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- Electronic democratic processes at all levels, including hard and soft voting and electoral processes, as well as novel forms of political discussion and mobilisation
- Digital citizenship, electronic deliberation, digital consensus building
- Digital inclusion in the policy making and democratic governance process
- Digital communication for policy making and electronic governance
- Electronic governance, digital communication and the democratic deficit
- Manifestations of electronic governance outside the political domain
- Electronic corporate governance, electronic corporate diplomacy, electronic governance of virtual organisations
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- Open, peer-to-peer, self-regulated electronic governance models
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- Training for electronic governance
- Communal, political and institutional legitimisation of electronic governance
- Organisational, legal and financial aspects of electronic governance
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- Psychological and cognitive aspects of electronic governance, virtual cognition and awareness, virtual self-consciousness and identity building, the personal electronic governance experience
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‘A methodology for the redesign of the electoral process to an e-electoral process’, by Xenakis and Macintosh, suggests a methodology for the redesign of electoral and voting processes based on e-participation technologies

‘The e-government digital credentials’, by Corradini, Paganelli and Polzonetti, discusses the issues of identity management in e-government applications and proposes a new approach to the development of digital credentials

‘E-government in a developing country: citizen-centric approach for success’, by Akther, Onishi and Kidokoro, investigate high technology intervention vs. active citizen participation as two driving factors for the success of e-government projects in developing countries

‘Invigorating website management through XML: an e-government case from New York state’, by Gil-Garcia, Costello, Pardo and Werthmuller reports on how government websites and Internet-based communication can benefit from efficient content management

‘Collaborative technology: providing agility in response to extreme events’, by Jefferson and Harrald, provides an overview of a research project on agile emergency response to extreme natural events that call for co-ordinated collaborative disaster management

‘New internet-based systems for management of sponsored research and conferences: a contribution towards e-governance in India’, by Sridharan and Kohli, present results of an effort towards web-based management of research proposaling
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